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The American spirit will 
triumph through tragedy

I Today, Americans will awake to find 
■ hole in the Manhattan skyline, the 
Besult of the worst terrorist act in U.S. 

history. And they will see that it is 
■warfed by the hole in the hearts of 
Americans across the nation.
I Faceless enemies who hide behind 
terrorist acts can destroy the land- 

■narks of the American people, but the 
$pirit and strength that built the World 

■rade Center and Pentagon, among 
Rther structures, is indestructible.
I Thousands of civilians are feared 
dead within the twisted metal and
concrete. There
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attackers — no resource should be 
spared in this task. Once found, retri
bution should be swift and certain.

Motive and coincidence point to 
Islamic fundamentalist Osama bin 
Laden as the mastermind behind the 
attack, although U.S. officials careful
ly sidestepped questions regarding 
his involvement. It is right to not lay 
blame until the initial investigation is 
complete, but the likelihood of bin 
Laden’s involvement must be exam
ined to the fullest extent, as his 
extremist views in the past 
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e destruc
tion of the World °
Trade Center and
part of the Pentagon is an intolerable 
assault on the most basic American
beliefs. The bottom line is that no reli
gious view can justify the carnage that 

' ans witnessed Tuesday, 
file meantime, the hole 
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Now is a time for condoien

In aftermath °f terrorism,
\ wor,d divided, Aggies united.
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